Why Travel with Boojum Expeditions?

Experience: 2001 marks our 18th year of uncommon adventures. Our founders, Kent and Linda, still run the company. They design each trip, melding local knowledge and skills to their own standards for safety and quality.

Connections: Integrity, personal relations and a track record of success create, over time, a web of connections which the Chinese call guanxi and the Mongolians call kholboo. We have those connections in Ulan Batar where our full-time staff can meet the most detailed demands of your trip. In China and Tibet, we have worked with the same local outfitter for the last 14 years, building unparalleled friendship and cooperation. In Yellowstone, Venezuela, Romania and Argentina we work year after year with local outfitters who have tailored trips to our unique requirements.

Honesty: If, in a foreign land, your sense of wonder is erased by a dusty truck ride or depends on a hot shower each morning, these trips may not be for you. We’re with Webster on the definition of adventure: “...an exciting and dangerous undertaking, an unusual, stirring experience, often of a romantic nature”. To that we would add that an adventure demands more than a credit card; an adventure requires the exercise of mind, body, and spirit. It challenges us to ride in another’s stirrups, if you will, and be flexible, patient and willing to learn.

Preparation and Personal Attention: The two most important elements in safe, enjoyable travel are accurate preparation and realistic expectations. We know that the time we spend with you on the phone pays off for everyone. If you are interested in a trip, the first step is to call and talk to Kent, Linda or M.C. We want you to have a realistic idea of what the trip entails: what you can expect of us and what we will expect of you. To that end, we interview EVERYONE who joins a trip. If we feel the trip is not right for you, we won’t hesitate to say so.